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• Archive delivery to PDS IMG Node:
• Localization tables (CSV & GeoCSV)

• Archive delivery to PDS IMG Annex:
• Localizations (GeoJSON)
• Localizations (Shapefile)
• Overview maps (GeoTIFF)

• Newly funded PDART 2021-2023
• Provide a unified map dataset of all 

~400k MER Spirit and Oppy instrument 
science observations 

• Main deliverables:
• Data product localization datasets

• Overview maps

2,940 unique Mars Science Laboratory's DAN (Dynamic Albedo of Neutrons) 
instrument science observations at 822 rover locations throughout 2,333 sols 
localized to the MSL mission HiRISE basemap. 
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Coordinate frame 
transformation from Rover 
➝ Local Level ➝ Mars 
Global

Localization processing 
into Rover frame 

Product co-localization
in Mars Global frame

MSL science observations localized at Site 41, Drive 
1108. Black circles are rover positions with science 
observations localized by instrument. Blue = Mastcam, 
green = ChemCam, red = APXS, and yellow = DAN.
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Objectives and Challenges

Interdisciplinary Data Environment for 

Exoplanet Research – A JPL Research Project

Objectives

– Provide mechanisms to search, extract, 
and convert data from PDS to serve as 
“ground truth” for exoplanet investigations 

– Provide access to data archival products 
across SMD divisions

– Validate the PDS4 standard for capturing 
exoplanet data

– Leverage the PDS data services 
architecture and approach

Technical Approach

– Finalize science use cases

– Develop API to discover and extract digital 
data objects across PDS nodes containing 
spectra of planets and moons.

– Filter products of interest; process spectra 
to identify light curves.

– Develop integrated data infrastructure to 
support planetary uses of exoplanet 
archives  
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Example Portal Search

Provide foundational use cases for building out the Planetary Data Ecosystem 

Credit: PDS Rings Moon System Node



Extravehicular Activity (EVA) Mission System Software (EMSS)

Enabling Human Planetary Exploration Data 

within the Broader Planetary Data Ecosystem

Matthew Miller, Ph.D., Ben Feist, Cameron Pittman, Andrew Britton, Amy Jagge, Trevor Graff (Jacobs/NASA JSC)

James Montalvo, Alex Kanelakos (SGT & NASA JSC)
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One central challenge of promoting team science is the integration of knowledge from disparate 

disciplines to a shared research problem, and by extension a shared, integrated, data set from 

which research problems can be answered. 

This is further complicated by the fact that the scientists that worked to produce the data from 

planetary missions are not necessarily the scientists that examine and make meaning of the 

data many years after the missions are completed. 

As a result, scientists are left to piece together disparate and incomplete sources of data before being 

able to begin assessing possible scientific lines of inquiry. The 50+ years of subsequent study of the 

Apollo lunar surface missions is one obvious example. 

EMSS is working to build an integrated mission narrative but how do we serve this to the broaden 

scientific community possible?
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Mission Context in Planetary Data Curation



Layered Approach to meet the needs of various users

● Level 1: Collect data and metadata for Principal 

Investigator use

● Level 2: Level 1 plus storage and metadata expansion 

into the PDS/PDE

● Level 3: Level 2 plus local data compatibility and cross-

disciplinary context within mission across (engineering and 

scientific) systems

● Level 4: Level 3 plus universal data standards that 

facilitate globally understood data, metadata available 

across missions (Open data)
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Requirements:

● consistent universal indexing standard such as 

timestamp formats, 

● clocks synchronized within a tight tolerance to an 

agreed-to standard mission clock

● single source of truth expectations in the PDE 

Anticipated Outcomes
● Scientists will not have to retroactively answer simple questions like, what did or did not happen during the

mission? Are there other samples collected from the mission that are of particular interest? Why was this sample

collected?

● Scientists spend less time trying to ‘piece together’ the mission context and spend more time thinking about

scientific investigations

Proposed Concepts and Next Steps
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